Light. In motion.
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Art. no. 360-596
Light from an invisible source.
Q FOUR TT range of luminaires.

Minimalistic luminaire bodies made of black or white aluminium with especially
developed Bartenbach lenses focus
LED light on a defined surface. A precise
spot with brilliant, glare-free light creates
different zones while accentuating rooms
and their contents. The Q Four range
of luminaires provides architects and
lighting designers with a complete
toolbox for the use of directed light.

Q FOUR TT
Precise turning and tilting.
The elegant tilt arm allows you to
move the Q Four TT to your preferred
position – perfect for accentuated wall
washing with a defined lighting effect.

Further Information
nimbus-lighting.com/en/
products/q-four-famille

The complete toolbox
for architects and lighting designers:

Dimensions
128 x 128 x 47 mm
Q FOUR TT, external converter
128 x 128 x 85 mm
Q FOUR TT surface-mounted, integrated converter

Key technical specifications
2,700/3,000/4,000 K
max. 16.4 W, up to 960 lumens
40°/80° beam angle,
CRI > 90, IP 20